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Ullyott | TimeBank UX | May 2014Conceptual Model sketches. For ideas of more/less, credit/debit.



Ullyott | TimeBank UX | May 2014The first iteration of the user flow. The user discovers that they can search for and 
commit to trade their hours for a particular person’s expertise.



Ullyott | TimeBank UX | May 2014A composite of all user feedback. Highlights the points of confusion where crossing 
the “gulf of execution” wasn’t clear for the four testers.



Ullyott | TimeBank UX | May 2014The second iteration after user feedback. The arrows demonstrate the point at which 
the user taps to advance. Overall, signifiers were made more clear and consistent.



Ullyott | TimeBank UX | May 2014Summary.

This was an incredible intro to user experience design and process. At the start of the project, 
I was pretty confused as to how to begin - going back to review most of the material one more 
time before starting any of the sketches. 

Even though I didn’t use many of my earlier sketches from conceptual models and 
discoverability examples, the design began to take shape when I started thinking through the 
user flow. I outlined in words the processes the user needed to take to complete their goals. With 
this written flow, I could then see where certain types of conceptual models were needed. 

Using that momentum, the first wireframe flow was created. After testing with four subjects, 
many problems were pointed out. 

I learned a lot by using a variety of testers. One was an engineer, another, a teacher, and then 
an office administrator, and finally a graphic designer. Each tester brought their own distinct 
“flavors” as to what they expected in the app flow. But, they all pointed to a few key problems 
which were critical: one being, “is the user seeking out a service to trade hours for, or, is the user 
promoting their skills in order to earn hours?” It became clear that it was not obvious the path 
that the user was taking. 

I had a lot of fun photocopying my original sketch and compiling all user input onto it. From 
there I began to build iteration #2, which is a far better design with plenty of possible user 
actions clarified.

Thanks Don, Kristian and Chelsea!

-Chris


